MINUTES OF MEETING EAST HOMESTEAD
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

A telephone conference meeting of the Board of Supervisors of East Homestead Community Development District was held on Monday, April 27, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. It is being held in accordance with the Office of the Governor, Executive Order 20-69 (Emergency Management - COVID-19 Local Government Public Meetings) authorizing the use of communications media technology, such as telephone conferencing, as provided in Section 120.54(5)(b)2, Florida Statutes, the Board of Supervisors and members of the public may attend and participate in the meeting utilizing the call-in information 1-866-730-7514, Participation# 857817 and are further encouraged to submit comments or questions in advance of the meeting by email to info@gmssf.com or by telephone by calling 954-721-8681.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Susan Genther Laurie Weil Stephen Walker Raymond Harris



Also present were:

Vanessa Steinerts Luis Hernandez George Graupera
Alexandra (Alex) Garcia Eileen Marti
Adrian Gonzalez Richard Smith Christopher Gomez Ernie Abreu
Al Torres
 Chairman (by phone) Vice Chairman (by phone)
Assistant Secretary (by phone) Assistant Secretary (by phone)




District Counsel (by phone) District Manager (by phone) District Engineer (by phone)
NFC Amenity Management (by phone) NFC Amenity Management (by phone) Aktiv Construction (by phone)
Aktiv Construction (by phone) Aktiv Construction (by phone)
American Concrete Shell (by phone) Resident (by phone)
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Segment I:
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
 
Roll Call
Mr. Hernandez called the roll and stated we have a quorum.


SECOND  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Audience	Comments	-	As	per
District's rules, each speaker has 3 minutes to provide comments
Mr. Hernandez: Moving on, my first question would be, are there any audience comments? Al, since you are the only one that is audience, do you have anything you would like to present to the Board at this point?
Mr. Torres: I just want to say that the banana plants are growing back and the weeds are getting out of control again on my side of the middle area.
Mr. Hernandez: Ok, I know that Chris was with the landscaper on Friday about it, and I don't have the answer as to what they're doing but, Jose sent me an email that he was going to be working on it. So, I hope the answer to the problem is taken care of.  Keep in mind that regular staff for the majority of the vendors is now regular again, but it does not excuse them, but at least I was aware of what you're indicating, and it is my understanding that BrightView is working towards fixing it.
Mr. Torres: Ok.
Ms. Genther: This is Susie, could I ask for a clarification please because this continues to confuse me. Is BrightView in charge of the weeds and the turf, or isn't that Tropical Plant and Pest?
Mr. Hernandez: No, the weeds are BrightView, that is part of the  regular landscape maintenance. ·As a matter of fact, the only part that is being done is the fertilization of the trees and bushes that you have in that area. There is  no grass  anymore so kind of what is being done by BrightView is that by preserving the area, what they do is they remove any kind of weeds that grows in that area, including some trees that either someone planted or had grown that BrightView has removed and needs to fully remove so that it will not be growing back again.
Ms. Genther: Ok, it confuses me between the planting beds versus everything  else but thank you for the clarification.
Mr. Hernandez: Not a problem. Anything else you need to say?

Ms. Weil:	Yes, could I just request that if you're speaking that you mute your phone?
Mr. Hernandez:	Yes, that would help a lot so that noises are not going to come and interrupt the communication, thank you for that.
Mr. Walker: Luis, this is Steve Walker, I have a question. Mr. Hernandez: Yes sir.
Mr. Walker: Will we be discussing today the plan for reopening? Mr. Hernandez: Yes sir.
Mr. Walker:	Ok, and then my other question is, will we be discussing today the status of our staff members at the club?
Mr. Hernandez: Yes sir. Mr. Walker: Ok, thanks.
Mr. Hernandez: You're welcome. All those will be discussed as part of the workshop section. Part of the reason for it is that I don't think that there are clear guidelines as to what needs to be done and I want to go ahead and present those subjects in an atmosphere that the Board will be able to freely comment and present different ideas and to avoid any misunderstandings of the different options that will be contemplated and could be misunderstood as that being the guidance that the District is going to take. With that being said, are there any other questions from the Supervisors?
Ms. Genther:  Not at the moment.
Mr. Hernandez: Perfect, so we're going to move on to the workshop, and let me just go ahead and do that on the record.


Segment II: Workshop Section:
(At this point the Board went into the workshop section to discuss the following items)

	Discussion of the Minutes of the March 13, 2020 Meeting
	Discussion of Results of RFP for Clubhouse Gym Remodel (results will be presented and distributed at meeting)
	Presentation from District Engineer
	Presentations from Vendors (if appropriate and beneficial)
	Discussion and Direction
	Updates on Status of Any Other Projects and Workshop Items
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Segment Ill:
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Authorization	or	Approvals
Requiring Board Action for Items Discussed During Workshop
	Approval of the Minutes of the March 13, 2020 Meeting
	Motion as a Result of RFP Discussion for Clubhouse Gym Remodel
	Any Other Approvals

Mr. Hernandez: Coming back on the public record, yes, go ahead Laurie.
Ms. Weil: Ok. Luis and I had decided in March due to the pandemic that April's detail for the traffic control because so few people are actually out and about, we suspended the patrols for the whole month of April. Now in May, given that we don't  know what the status of businesses opening and obviously schools are canceled, I wanted to find out the thoughts from the Board and from Luis about suspending May or suspending half of May, or how you want to proceed because I have submitted the proposed schedule through May and June to the police.
Ms. Genther: I am for delaying or postponing any further stuff at this point, we just don't have much traffic right now.
Mr. Walker: And Ray, I have a question for you. You are one of the best monitors of irresponsible driving, are you still having guys zoom by in that enclosed environment?
Mr. Harris: Oh yes, people now know there are no cops around, it is like the racetrack, it is an absolute racetrack going by my house, and there's a guy that goes by Steve, and Laurie you probably hear him too, somewhere between 7:00 and 9:00 o'clock at night, he has one of those cars that has the speakers under the front hood or whatever, and he's going back and forth with loud music celebrating the fact that he's home or whatever. It could be a golf cart, I don't know what it is, because he goes by and my entrance is so thick, I can't see him anymore.
Mr. Walker: Well, I hear him and my windows vibrate, and I'm not kidding.
Mr. Harris: Right, and the speeding continues, the same people who  speed through here all along. Anyway, I'd be for postponing it until the middle of May, to allow some of the things that are hopefully going to happen, happen and then pick it up from there because the longer there are no cops around, they just don't care, that's my  thought.
Ms. Weil: Steve?
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Mr. Walker: I agree with you Ray, I just have one question, why would you postpone to the middle of May?
Ms. Genther: Because May is the target for starting to reopen if I'm not mistaken. Mr. Harris: Right.
Ms. Genther: So, I think the middle of May they're talking about restarting to reopen things, not schools, but traffic may start picking up at about the middle of May Steve, if I'm not mistaken.
Mr. Harris: That's where I'm going with it in saying, you know let's talk about the middle of May and things expect to pick up, and before that we may gain a little extra in savings from not doing it, but I think the middle of May starting it again, that's my thought.
Mr. Walker: Ok.
Ms. Genther: And that's also something we can revisit in the early May meeting because by that date, May 8th I think it is, we may have more information as to when things really will start reopening. We're kind of projecting it will reopen at this point in time but maybe it won't, so we'll know more at that point but I would say for right now today, to stop the off duty patrols at least until like May 15th would be my suggestion.
Ms. Weil: Ok.
Ms. Genther: You got that Laurie? Ms. Weil: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Alright. With that being said, moving on with the items that were being discussed in the workshop section. The first item that we have is the approval  of the minutes of March 13, 2020, for which the Board didn't have any comments at this time. As that is being said, I will read the roll and as I read your name, I need you to state if you are in favor or against and at the end I will tally and say if the motion has passed or not. With that being said, Susie are you in favor of approving the minutes for March 13, 2020?
Ms. Genther: Yes, I am in favor of approving the minutes.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much. Next one is Laurie? Ms. Weil: Approved.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you. Ray? Mr. Harris:	Approved.
Mr. Hernandez: The last one is Steve?

Mr. Walker: Approved.
Mr. Hernandez: Then the motion carries.

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, the Minutes of the March 13, 2020 Meeting were approved.


Mr. Hernandez: The next item we have and it's a result of the request for proposals, the action that we need to get from the Board would be a motion that is going to be waiving and authorizing to receive the missing information from American Construction Shell, and based on that to bring that to the next meeting that is going to be on May 8th for the Board's consideration.
Ms. Genther: I agree.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much Susie. Laurie? Ms. Weill: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Ray? Mr. Harris: Yes, I agree. Mr. Hernandez: Steve? Mr. Walker: I agree.
Mr. Hernandez:	Perfect, so the motion passes and the Board will receive the missing information and all the related information prior to the next meeting.

On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Genther with all in favor, waiving and authorizing staff to receive the missing information from American Construction Shell to bring to the next meeting was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: Then there are two more that I have, which is the proposal from Ortiz, that being proposal #2020-036 in the amount of $14,600 to replace the 4 existing 5 ton units on the east side of the building, and by making a motion and saying yes, the District will authorize to enter into an agreement and get that work done, and by saying no, it means the District needs to get other proposals, with that being said, Susie?
Ms. Genther: Yes.

Mr. Hernandez: Laurie? Ms. Weil: Yes,
Mr. Hernandez: Ray?
Mr. Harris: Yes, and do we have a timetable that we could put in there saying that it would be completed by a certain date?
Mr. Hernandez: I will try to get it done within the next 15 days or earlier so that it will be prior to the anticipation of opening the facility.
Mr. Harris: Excellent. Yes, I approve.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much. Steve? Mr. Walker: Approve.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much, so that motion carries, and Vanessa just  for you to know I will send you a copy of that one so that you can help me with an agreement.
Ms. Steinerts: Ok, thank you.

On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, accepting proposal #2020-06 from Ortiz Construction in the amount of $14,600 to replace 4 existing 5 ton units on the east side of the building, and authorizing staff to enter into an agreement to have the work done was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: Moving forward, the last one is just a motion approving the Adsum Group invoice, that being invoice #0908-010 as it was presented. So, a motion approving it will allow the District to pay the disclosed amount, with that being said, Susie?
Ms. Genther: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Laurie? Ms. Weil: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Ray? Mr. Harris: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Steve? Mr. Walker: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Motion carries, the invoice will be paid off.



On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, accepting Invoice #0908-010 from the  Adsum Group as presented and authorizing staff to process it for payment was approved.
file_0.bin



Mr. Hernandez:  With that being said, I have nothing else.


FOURTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Mr. Hernandez: I will just move on with the regular items that we have, Vanessa, any further comments that you need to provide to the Board at this time?

A.	Attorney
Ms. Steinerts: Not today, thank you. Mr. Hernandez: Thanks to you.



time?
 8.	Engineer
Mr. Hernandez: George, anything else you need to present to the Board as of this


Mr. Graupera: No, nothing else.
Mr. Hernandez:	Thank you very much for your time, you have been extremely
helpful to me and to the District discussing and making sure that everything has been done, so thank you very much for your work George.
Mr. Graupera: Of course, you're welcome.


	Club Manager - Monthly Report
	Club Maintenance during Closure
	Clubhouse Enhancements Proposal
	Estimate from Fast Signs

Mr. Hernandez: Moving on, the club manager was already kind of discussed as part of the workshop meeting. The only part that I do want to indicate for part of  the record is that club staff is going to be receiving CPR training on May 6th and May 7th. It  is also important to indicate on the record that NFC is going to be making the payment for that training, and NFC is going to enter into a private agreement with each one of the personnel if they have been working for a year, or less than a year, they will have some
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financial  obligations with NFC.	As that has been said, everything else was already discussed.
Ms. Genther: Luis if I may, there was a proposal for the landscaping work, did we want to address that on the record?
Mr. Hernandez: No, we said that was going to be tabled and you and Alex were going to look at it and we will bring it back to the Board on May 8th.
Ms. Genther: Exactly, I just didn't know if we needed that on the record or if it was just ok in the workshop, so keep going, we're good.
Mr. Hernandez: Perfect.


	Field Manager - Monthly Report

Mr. Hernandez:	Moving on, the field manager's report we discussed in the workshop.

	COD Manager - Discussion and Consideration of Adsum Group Invoice

Mr. Hernandez: As the COD manager, we have already discussed and approved the Adsum Group inv,oice.

FIFTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Hernandez: The next item we have would be the financial reports which you will find in section 5. Tab A contains the check run summary and tab B has the balance sheet and income statement. Unless anyone has any questions in regard to the financials.
Ms. Genther: I have a question. Mr. Walker: I have one as well.
Mr. Hernandez: Ok, please go ahead.
Ms. Genther: Ok, mine I don't think will take long, this is with the check run summary, on page 2, there is a line item for a new emergency light, and I'm wondering if you could just let me know where is that new light, where did that go in, do you know?
Mr. Hernandez: I know that Henry fixed it, but Alex is the one that knows specifically what part of the building that was in.
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Ms. Garcia: There was an emergency light that wasn't working in the terrace area, so it was replaced with a brand new one.
Ms. Genther: Ok. Well, actually now that I'm looking at the financial statement let me ask this because just above that, never mind I withdraw that, scratch that, it's not relevant. Alex, you answered my question, thank you.
Mr. Hernandez: Alright, with that we can move on to Ray. Ray, you have a question?
Mr. Harris: No, I do not, thank you.
Mr. Hernandez: Ok, does any other Supervisor have any questions?
Mr. Walker: Yes, actually I do, one of the things and this is the problem when you have extra time because you're at home, but I went over the check run summary detail, and one of the things that I wanted to ask about Luis is just in this one month, if I read it correctly, on page 1, BrightView got an extra $17,000 and on page 3 it looks like BrightView had an extra $6,000 for closing in the beds, and then on page 4 I think it is, they got $8,000 additional amount over their regular monthly contract, and if you sort of add up all the numbers, unless I made a mistake which is entirely possible, it looks like we were $70,000 over on our budget in one month, or maybe cumulative for landscaping
$20,000, trees $4,000, materials $32,000, irrigation $18,000, total $70,000 roughly, it seems like that's significant and the year to date expenses are $200,000 over, again unless I misread it.
Mr. Hernandez: No, you're not misreading it. The part that needs to be kept in  mind is that the District does have a set contract that is roughly $300,000 give or take.
Mr. Walker: $22,600 per month.
Mr. Hernandez: Correct, and that's the part that you have in the contract, but at  the same time, you have a lot of maintenance items that needs to be presented and are always approved by the Board before those items are taken place. So, for instance when a tree is removed and replaced, the Board needs to approve that. To go in line with what you were saying, and what you were reading on page 2, what I believe you mentioned for BrightView, and if you give me just one second, you were indicating on page 2, the one for BrightView that speaks of closing of beds, $6,000, that was what the Board approved at the last meeting for the clubhouse improvements that were made at that time. Just for you to know, those were improvements that were being made in some areas towards the

east side of the building towards areas that needed some maintenance, so it is not unusual that the District needs to incur additional landscape related improvements. The District does have in its budget an amount that is set for those types of expenses. The fact the District does not have a contract for those is just because the District doesn't know where those items are going to be, it just has the lump sum as to how much was being spent on the prior year.
Mr. Walker: Well, it wasn't a criticism, it's really a question since we're $200,000 over on our budget?
Mr. Hernandez: No, we're not over in the budget, we're within the budget, the only part is that in the budget those items were either listed as a maintenance item, contingencies, or other described items. We have for instance, tree replacement, we  have sod replacement, so all those line items we have them, and it's a lump sum that we allocate, so I don't believe we have used any of the foreseen savings of the District as of yet, everything has been coming out of the regular annual budget the District still has. If it helps, on May 8th we're going to be presenting the proposed budget and we're going to give ourselves at least 3 months before it, and when we start to discuss and do a new presentation of the budget and so on, I will be able to specifically show you those particular line items where the District leaves those funds for this unforeseen and specific expenses that the District knows that they need to be incurred, but they don't have a contract for it.
Mr. Walker: Ok, well you know the general fund on page 59 in  the  total attachment, as the field budget or whatever you want to call it, the field budget is
$200,000 over. The year to day budget, the prorated budget is now through March 31st which is $271,000, the actual is $481,000, the variance is $209,000.
Mr. Hernandez: Right, and keep in mind that we pay the insurance at  the beginning of the fiscal year and you can only deduct it on a month to month, but you pay it in October. So, you have already paid the full amount  of the insurance,  but you will not be able to deduct it until the end of the fiscal year, so that number is deceiving in the sense that it does not indicate specifically what has been spent. In order for anyone to be able to define if we're over the budget or not, you will have to go specifically to each one of the line items. In specific projects, for instance, the District has $14,000, instead the

District has had additional projects in the amount of $120,000, so for special projects the District has spent more than $100,000 in addition to what was initially anticipated.
Mr. Walker: Ok, and that's financially ok, is what you're saying right? Mr. Hernandez: That's exactly right sir, yes.
Mr. Walker: Ok, that's good, I was just a little alarmed and wondering about that.
Mr. Hernandez: No, if it helps you to see it as the overall, the part that is important for the community to be aware of is that as of March 31st, the District has in the bank,
$2,205,000 in cash, so the District financials are in good and sound condition. It is important to know that based on the adopted budget the total expenditures of the District are $1.3 million dollars. So, half of the year has already gone through and the District still has on hand more than what would be necessary to go through another fiscal year, if needed, so that just shows how sound and good the financials of the District are. I don't want that to be deceiving in a sense is that it means that we can decrease assessments, it just needs to be taken into consideration that the District will be ready in the event that we would have a hurricane, in the event that we need to have any unforeseen expenses without creating any financial problems to the community.
Mr. Walker: Ok, that makes sense. Then one other question which is minor, what  is transferring tax receipts, there were two entries, total of $30,000, I was just curious what that is?
Mr. Hernandez: The assessments from the District is divided into two different line items, one is the operation and maintenance of the District, the second line item is to pay the bonds. When the District receives the money from the county, we receive  a lump sum, what the District does is it takes the apportionment that is for the bonds and the District transfers that to the trustee so that the funds to pay for the bonds will be available. That is controlled completely by the trustee, it's a completely separate bank and it's a completely separate bank account, so all you see in the check run summary is the description of those transfers that are being made to the trustee.
Mr. Walker: Ok, thank you that explains that completely, and one last question,  this is sort of an overview question, but I think its potential exists that we may have substantial foreclosures in 6, 8 or 9 months. Does the District always collect its money even if a bank takes over title?
Mr. Hernandez: Yes sir.

Mr. Walker: Ok.
Mr. Hernandez: Just for you to know, the closest similar situation that Miami-Dade County has had in the past was in 2007 to 2009 in the financial crises due to the real estate problem at the time, and the District collected 100% of what was being levied on the tax bill. In the story of Miami-Dade County, they have always been able and successful in selling the tax bill, so if a tax certificate needs to be issued, there will be someone buying it and by doing so, the District will receive the full amount of what is being levied.
Mr. Walker: Ok, and it's great to be a District with taxing powers.
Mr. Hernandez: Yes, the District and the community knows that and it's one of those items I know that HOAs kind of envy.
Mr. Walker: Ok, thank you very much, that's it for my questions, I really appreciate the explanations, thank you Luis.
Mr. Hernandez: Not a problem.
Mr. Harris: And Steve, just to answer your question on the taxes, when a property is foreclosed on, the real estate taxes get paid first.
Mr. Walker: That's good.
Mr. Harris: Then the mortgagee gets paid afterwards, having foreclosed on a number of pieces of real estate over the years, so I just thought I'd let you know that.
Mr. Walker: Ok, thanks Ray.
Mr. Hernandez: Alright with that being said, Laurie do you have any questions? Ms. Weil: No sir.
Mr. Hernandez: Ok, with that being said then I will just call the roll again. Yes means the Board is approving the District's financials, and accepting it in the way it has been presented by GMS, and no means if you have any type of questions and I will be more than happen to answer those, with that being said, Susie?
Ms. Genther: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Laurie? Ms. Weil: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Ray? Mr. Harris: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Steve?
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Mr. Walker: Yes.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much, so the motion carries the financials have been accepted.
On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor, the Check Run Summary and the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Hernandez: Does anyone have any questions at this time?


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hernandez:	Hearing none, unless anyone has any questions, a motion to adjourn would be in order.
On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.
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